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ALL THE BEST !!!
Next Edition is the 60th one !! One step away from
completing 5 years…
We request everyone to send us your thoughts about
SAMPADA which we will feature in the next edition.
Our mail-id - sampada@visionuvce.in

EDITORIAL
A glimpse at the college quadrangle and you see, some students hitting their heads on text books
(not sure if the intention is a hope to inherit all of its content into their brains by some magic or out of
sheer exam stress), another group running to Xerox shop whilst juggling pile load of notes, another bunch
waiting outside their departments submitting exam/hall ticket forms. This sight surely makes it difficult
for one to believe that this was the very same quadrangle that was abuzz with students just 2 weeks ago
with one complete week of amazing fests taking place.
Yes! With UVCE JAATRE, KAGADA, INSPIRON AND FIESTA, our UVCEians had their
schedules blocked completely for a span of two weeks. Only adding to its existing natural beauty UVCE
was beautifully decorated, students had their hands full running around either organizing events or taking part in them,
amazing food at the stalls pulled everyone towards itself like
hypnotized patients. Excitement, joy, enthusiasm and fun
filled shouts of the crowd tingled in the air as the entire UVCE
was at the quadrangle celebrating these fests! To some it
marked their last fest memories while to some others it marked
their first welcome memories at UVCE. And now, all these
pretty scenes have got completely transformed into scenes
with students running around completing records and assignments, with the usually empty library being swamped for text
books and the nerds of the class being pestered for teaching
the lessons. All this because the exam fever has caught upon on UVCE with the Semester Exams all set to
begin from 22nd December 2014.
Its hard to believe that we are already in the last month of the year. December is here! Time to get
ready for some Christmas cakes and Crazy New Year Bashes! Well, the fondest part of my school memories was always Christmas Season. Having studied in a Christian convent (I am sure many can relate to this) Christmas
would be the most fun filled month with never ending singing
(mostly out of tune) of Christmas Carols from Rudolph, the
red nose reindeer to We wish you a Merry Christmas whilst
happily shaking our friend’s hands! Not to forget the opportunities we used to get to prank our friends while playing Secret
Santa and wishing at the end of it that our secret angel would
gift us loads of chocolates! Many may say Santa is a fictional
character but the child in us always jumps around and prays
to find a gift for us on the morning of Christmas from Santa.
But the most magical part would be decorating the Christmas
tree with all the accessories and watching plays about the birth of Jesus Christ which never got old no matter how many times we listened to it.
New Year! An occasion when we all make resolutions but half the time forget about it after 2 nd Jan
but the feeling to start afresh never fades! Partying and eating all your favorite food and counting down to
New Year at 12 and welcoming the New Year with new hopes, new aspirations and new goals! So lets all
get ready to welcome 2015 with a huge smile on our face forgetting the bad memories of 2014 whilst carrying the good ones forward!
So ho ho ho! A Merry Magical Christmas everyone and Wishing you all a very Happy New Year
in advance!
Chitra S Reddy,
SAMPADA Team

HUMOR @ UVCE

SOURCES:
Humor @ UVCE - https://www.facebook.com/HumourAtUvce
UVCE Memes - https://www.facebook.com/pages/UVCE-MEMES/705856602761520

CAMPUS SAYS
Inspiron 2014, being my first technical fest at UVCE was an inspiring
one .A lot of new ideas, new people, new experiences took me into the technical
world of UVCE. Myself being a student of biology background, stepping into technical field and getting adjusted to it was crucial. Initially I was like a fish out of the
pond in this world of technology ,but after INSPIRON-14, a ray of hope as risen for
finding my path in engineering. The fest gave me an opportunity to explore new
technical aspects of society. All the events that happened were fun-filled and exciting. Being a part of egg trouper and steal jobs was an amazing experience! Building
a parachute of mine for the first time with my team mate was like building a Titanic,
and I was on cloud nine! This greatly impacted on my technical knowledge. Steal
jobs really helped me figure out the actual procedures of placements, thus finding answers to
my curiosity and will surely contribute in my actual placements in the future .Even though my persistence
of stealing a job was not successful ,it gave me a good experience and helped in widening my knowledge.
As participation takes its priority than winning a competition ,it really didnt matter. I was glad to be a part
of INSPIRON -14 ,and I will surely indulge myself in more events next year. INSPIRON-14 gave me lot
of inspirations to become a technically stable engineer and improve my technical knowledge .Hopefully, I
will become an icon of inspiration to others in INSPIRON-15.
-Shwetha S M, 1st Sem ISE
I had a wonderful experience at KAGADA 2K14. It was a great exposure to different fields of engineering. I learnt the different aspects to be considered in order to make an
idea successful and how to improve upon the drawbacks. The most interesting event of the
day was the project presentation. Every presentation was informative and thought provoking. It was a good platform to showcase innovation and creativity.
- Keerthi R Shastry, 1st Sem ECE

UVCE Jaatre was an amazing and fun filled event. I thoroughly enjoyed my day to
the core, it won't be wrong if I say that it was one of the best days in UVCE.
The Go-kart fabricated by my team (eMpower UVCE) was showcased which attracted everyone in Jaatre & it was applauded by everyone. Had a really nice time hosting
SAE at UVCE Jaatre ! Hope UVCE Jaatre continues to take be hosted every year.
- Pratheek N H, 7th Sem Mech
As a fresher, I never expected something like this. The image of UVCE
(atleast in my mind) was always wishy –washy types, but after attending Fiesta my
mind set was totally changed. It brought the nerds of our class and all the other first
years on stage presenting their talents. The melody of beautiful songs, the colourful
dances, the shouts of the crowd, the enthusiastic participation of students in all the
sports and cultural events surprised us as it was all unexpected. We were welcomed
into a wonderland for a day. Seniors had decked up and glamorized college for the
day of FIESTA and UVCE did look even beautiful. And not to forget, being a foodie, I’d like to thank the people who decided on the amazing food menu for the day. I’d like to thank all the
people, seniors and juniors alike who put in their efforts to make an amazing carnival like FIESTA 2014 a
super success!
- Aarsi Kumar, 1st Sem ISE
VisionUVCE Team is going to start a new YouTube Channel - dedicated to
happenings about UVCE !!! All campus updates, along with old videos of college
will be featured here… Eager to watch all videos under one umbrella ? You can contribute as well. Send us the video link to sampada@visionuvce.in

FIESTA!! What a day it was! I was so excited and waited eagerly for my first
cultural fest at UVCE, Fiesta 2014 . And guess what, it was more than I expected. The
crowd was insane, the chicken rolls were yum, M.Tech guys were epic and the Chief
Guest speech was inspiring ! Winning 3 events on the same day was extra special for
me! Dancing before the crowd under those flash lights was an amazing experience.
Though the stage was small, it was on fire!! Overall FIESTA was one great awesome
and amazing experience for me!
-Karthik, 1st Sem Mech
It could have been that many of us were still flying high from the Inspiron 14 that
occurred the week before or perhaps it was our anticipation to take part in the celebrations of our first cultural fest at UVCE. Whatever the reason was we were all on cloud
nine!
About two weeks ago UVCE had its second fest of the year i.e., FIESTA 2014.
The atmosphere was electric and the air was filled with love-love for the college and the
wonderful events happening over there. With a lot of expectations, we kicked off the Fiesta with a bang! A series of diverse events were lined up for the entire day. Even I was a part of a play
presented by Thatva, the theatre club. We had really practiced hard so that nothing would go wrong on
that day. It was my first experience taking part in a play and that too in front of such a huge excited
crowd. It was all wonderful and we all really felt that bliss of togetherness. Finally we were done with our
play and I felt really good because many people recognized me after this event. I got an opportunity of
finding new friends, enjoying like crazy at the fest. All in all FIESTA 14 was a grand success and a memorable one!
-Vinay S, 1st Sem CSE

search.

Kagada 2k14, was a great experience for me, stimulating me to realise the science
behind everything happening around us. By taking part in the Poster presentation competition, I got an opportunity to realise what research actually means, also i got to learn a lot
by looking at others' papers,posters and projects. Looking at all these definitely made me
feel "I must do something better than this and innovate". My thinking horizon expanded
greatly. Of course I did not turn Einstein on my first attempt, but it definitely set a path to
become one !
I am really thankful for IEEE UVCE for giving me the opportunity to start, learn and pursue re- Suhas Chethan, 1st Sem ECE

Inspiron- My first technical fest!
18 November, a day which i will always remember .This is the day on which
Inspiron 2014 took place, I took part in many events notably Sherlock and
4Vex .Sherlock was basically a mind game and 4Vex was completely programming
related event. Saurabh and I made it to the finals of Sherlock , which indeed is a great
thing for us, cause we were the only 1st years to make it that far. In 4 Vex we made it
to the semi-finals which again was a matter of pride as our team was the only team
from the 1st Year's. All in all Inspiron ’14 was a great experience and truly was a fest to remember!
- Anvesh, 1st Sem CSE
ನಮ್ಮ ಗುರುಕುಲಕೆ , ಅಲ್ಲಿ ಭೆ ೋಧಿಸುವ ದೆೈವ ಸಮಾನ ಗುರುವರ್ಯರಿಗೆ ನಮ್ಮ ಅನಂತ ವಂದನೆಗಳು . ಆ ದೆೋಗುಲದಲ್ಲಿನ
ಈಗಿನ ವಿದಾಾರ್ಥಯ ವ ಂದಕೆೆ ಶುಭ ಹಾರೆೈಸುವೆವು. ನಮ್ಗೆ ದಾರಿ ದೋವಿಗೆಯಾಗಿ ನಮ್ಮಮಲಿರನು ಮ್ುನನಡಿಸಿದ ಗುರು ವ ಂದಕೆ
ನಮೋ , ಜೆೈ ರ್ು ವಿ ಸಿ ಇ ಎನೆ ನೋಣ ಬನ್ನನ..
- ಶ್ರೀ ಆರ್ ಜಿ ಪ್ರಹ್ಲಾದ ಮೂರ್ತಿ ; B Sc, BE(El), ಮೈಸೂರು. ೧೯೬೦ ರಲ್ಲಾ ಕಲಲ ೀಜ್ ಪ್ರವ ೀಶ

INSPIRON 14.0
Can tech fests be fun ?
Nobody can answer this better then our own INSPIRON!
Being a newbie to this prestigious institution, my apprehension of a
fest were sky high! Knowing that my first fest in this college was a
techno-management one, my initial thoughts were more of perplexity then joy. I wondered how this fest would really turn out... My
level of excitement always grew as I got to know more about this
fest.
Finally the day arrived on 18th of November. The bliss day
started with our beloved principal delivering a inspiring speech.
This fest comprised of abounding number of intriguing events. It
was really admirable to watch all the organizers and volunteers perform their duties so earnestly. One of the best events that I participated in, undoubtedly was the steal jobs competition ( brilliant pun ), this event was a simulation of the actual process of campus recruitment, and was done very professionally. There were rounds like 'video synthesis', which i had never heard of before. Though I couldn't win it,
there were many things I would take back from it. This competition helped me to introspect myself and make me more employable. Another event which really blew my mind was 'Sherlock'. The
scale of this treasure hunt competition was colossal! The organizers did an awe-inspiring effort by creating nerve wracking ciphered clues. They also made webpages and an android app for
the competition!! I also volunteered for a event called 4VEX. Not
only was it fun, but also it was a great learning experience.
Best part of the fest was to be a part of a play. Fests like
this are a great initiative which spark a sense of innovation and
makes you appreciate engineering. This fest was a exhilarating
experience for me and expectations for the other fests are soaring high! Eagerly waiting for INSPIRON
15.0!! INSPIRE ON!!!
-Saurabh Chalke, 1st Sem CSE

FIESTA - AS IT UNVEILED
FIESTA, the name itself says that it is a festival which is celebrated and enjoyed together. UVCE has
four main fest's in particular and FIESTA is one of the Intra college Cultural fest which is Coordinated and
Organized by the Pre final year students of this college. Each branch has two coordinators which includes
both Under-graduate and Post-graduate students. This includes even the Civil and Architecture department.
The FIESTA'14 began with Sports event which started from 10th
of November from Football and was on track till 21st of November. The
following Sports were on main side:
1.Football, 2.Long Cricket, 3.Badmiton, 4.Short Cricket(both 2 on 2 and
9 on 9), 5. Table Tennis, 6.Volley ball, 7.Throw ball, 8.Mixed Cricket 9.
Lagori and many more .
A day before FIESTA'14 was celebrated as Chocolate Day and
Gratitude Day where in few students from Architecture department kept a
stall containing Chocolates and Greeting Cards. Meanwhile Huge Registrations were going on from the very first day of sports event. Around 20 to 30 students actively volunteered
from the start. Finally with hectic days and sleepless nights of work FIESTA'14 came to the ground on 22nd
of October.
With a Huge Stage in MINCHU and all light and audio set up from all over the side, the Team Audio
Plus Created a wonderful ambience. The event was anchored by one of the Mtech Student Chinmay. The FiESTA'14 had a huge crowd when compared with the past few years. The on stage events till the noon was as
follows:
1. Dumb Charades , 2.All Go Rhythm, 3.Anthakshri, 4.Quiz Tower,
5.Bestest Buddies, 6.Singing, 7.Skits and more.
Besides the stage events other events were also going on in and
around the college like Rangoli, Hog-A-Thon, Hit the wicket, Face painting, Debate, Treasure Hunt, Photography and more. A photo booth with lots
of props created a huge attraction to FIESTA'14. After the colorful Morning finally was the most awaited moment that is the inaugural ceremony.
Actress Naveena, of Ice Cream 2 Fame was the guest of honor, Dr. Venugopal.K.R, Special Office, DVG Bangalore University, Principal, UVCE,
Dr. P Deepa Shenoy, Professor Chairperson, Department of Computer Science and Engineering were also
present on the occasion. Actress Naveena talked a few experience of her student life and also showed a few
glimpse of her dance.
The inaugural ceremony was followed up with Dance and Fashion show . The dance competition was
judged by the famous dancers of the town Anagha Ramesh and Anjana Rmesh of Sangeeth Vedic Academy.
The Singing judges were the famous Mr.Gopinath and Ms.Shashikala.
Finally The FIESTA'14 ended fulfilling the expectations of hundreds of students and faculty members. With a month full of hard work of coordinators and the organizers and also the endless work by volunteers FIESTA'14 is added to the History of UVCE as a Success.

UVCE JAATRE - FACEBOOK WALL
Chitra S Reddy
27 likes
Well there comes to an End to Namma UVCE Jaatre! The fun filled environment
might have gone but the activities of the clubs still continue. From the zoom zoom eye catching performance of our SAE go-kart, the super fun activities at minchu, the beautiful artworks
at Art Forum stall, the numerous interesting books at vinimaya, e-cell's innovative thought
clouds, the hard disk exhibits and quiz at IEEE, the fun games at PO stall, the competitive
counter strike to the smiles on the faces of all the students! Hope you all liked UVCE Jaatre,
had fun and hope it helped you in all possible ways to capture your interests and nurture
them! Kudos to all the organizers for pulling of the event amidst busy fest schedules.
We would love to get your feedback on UVCE Jaathre! Positive or Negative please
feel free to let us know. We would appreciate the positive ones as a back-pat and take the negatives one to shape ourselves and learn our mistakes for the next time. Any suggestions are
also welcome. If anyone is interested in getting into any clubs then you can approach any one
of the hosts on this page and we'll direct you to the right person.
Again Hope you loved the day! Namma UVCE rocks!

Suhas Chethan
It was brilliant lotta fun and gotta know a lot about UVCE !! But I feel it
lacked publicity ! Many of my classmates knew that it was happening !! Otherwise really brilliant and a fun day

Swaroop Eswar
28 likes
It is one event of college, I would never forget. Bringing all the busy groups of college
to one place, UVCE Jaatre was an amazing idea by VisionUVCE to make those groups busier
and more famous. Hats off to all the organizers, Kaushik KN, Vishnu YS, Nishitha Lima,
Deepika Poovaiah, Pratheek Nh, Sanjay R Sanju, Akshatha, Aisiri Shankar, Poojitha Sivaram,
Prashanth Shankar, Guru Mahesh M, Chaithanya Rai, Chitra S Reddy, Sanchit Kulkarni,Vibha Vadul,Kaushik Acharya,Raghavi Sri, Sufi Naaz Baig, Nagashree G Upadhya and
all the volunteers. It requires this huge a group to make a good event.
Now, about the placement stall. Entertaining the huge turn out with quizzes, questions
about college and placements, the organizers of that stall definitely need a special mention.
Sukanya Thapa, Monica Mishra, Rashmi Shashidhar,Gowthami, Irfan , Sahana - The people
who made the wonderful collage proving that advertisement pulls more crowd. And thanks to
Sandeep Singh, Jayanth Yr, Hithesh, Girish for firing questions that made crowd literally run
to find the answers. Thank you all for a great day. Let's wait for UVCE Jaatre 2.0!

Madhuri K Madan
All stalls had great response from the students. Although some of them
were not aware of what was going on, the atmosphere in the quadrangle definitely attracted them. Great job by all the organizers

VU SCHOLARSHIP AWRDEES SPEAK
I would like to thanks VisionUVCE for providing me with scholarship. The scholarship has helped
me for getting some text books and notebooks. This helps me to reduce the financial burden to some extent.
Presently our lab internals are going on so i am preparing well for that and also our exams will be held in
next month so i will prepare well and try to get good marks in external exams.
- Rajole Vidyanand, 1st Sem Mech
I am Seema from 5th Sem CSE. First of all, I would like to thank all the Alumini who have started
this. I have been awarded VU scholarship from the past 3 years. It helps me a lot as my family is financially
very poor. From past 2 years, I am using this money for paying my mess bill. Along with this the session
about placement preparation (BOOTCAMP) conducted by Satish Sir was good and really helpful. My confidence level about placements has increased after this session. Once again I would like to say thanks to all for
your great support. I wish to be an volunteer for Vision UVCE in future.
- Seema Ajja, 5th Sem CSE
I am Deeparani from 5th Sem CSE. I’m very happy to write about the Vision UVCE team who gave
the scholarships for the really needy students.
I am taking this scholarship from last two years. This scholarship has helped me a lot in many ways. I
have paid my java tuition fee and purchased my books. I also wish to be part of Vision UVCE team and help
the students like me once I reach a good position. Thank you!
-Deeparani, 5th Sem CSE

hand.”

I just want to say “A wealthy and wise man doesn't shake hands with people, he gives an helping

“Funny thing how when you reach out, people tend to reach right back. Best, then, to make sure your
hand is open and not fisted.” I whole heartedly want to tell that this is done by Vision UVCE team.
“There is nothing more beautiful than someone who goes out of their way to make life beautiful for
others.”
“Success has nothing to do with what we accomplish for ourselves, but the amount of hard works we
put forward to others”
So whatever has been done by the Vision UVCE is very helpful to all financially challenged students
who want to learn more to reach their goal with known or unknown helping hands I also want to be a part of
it as a donating hand when i reach my destination, not just stay on the taking side. So I heartily thank the
whole Vision UVCE team for all the help lent.
-Gowrakka Wali, 5th Sem Civil

I came to know about VisionUVCE from my seniors and applied to it and got scholarship too. It is rare
that alumni organizations give scholarship and show concern about students too. I did best use of the scholarship that was given to me for paying my fees and for hostel mess bill. Thank you very much for your concern and help.
I would like to say Samvada is one of best effort to bring light on UVCE's hidden talents and facts.
Thank you for that wonderful idea and effort. I will be grateful if I get a chance in future to volunteer and
work with VisionUVCE so that I can help students like me in any way possible.
- Maboobi, 5th Sem CSE
Today I saw this mail by Samvaada VISIONUVCE. I wish to say a few lines for Samvaada VISION
UVCE. I am thankful to Vision UVCE team for receiving your scholarship. I utilized the scholarship for my
3 months hostel fees and for exam fees. I am happy regarding the scholarship procedure because this team
selects students for scholarship based on the student merit as well as their financial backwardness, so i got
this scholarship. Many scholarship give provision to categories like SC/ST only. In every category there are
so many poor student like me. But this team selected merit wise. My parents really appreciated this team
and their cause to give scholarship for students.
I was really afraid at first to join for Engineering in UVCE regarding issues on how to pay the fees
for college, CET fees, hostel fees and others. This scholarship helped me a little in this process. I am once
again grateful to VisionUVCE team and to their effort to help poor merit students.
- Pooja B P, 1st Sem EEE
I am Girish V, a student of 5th Semester Mechanical who received the Vision UVCE scholarship. I
feel very fortunate to have receive the scholarship as i was not getting scholarship from any other organization. I was struggling to buy any of the books needed for the academic year but now after getting the scholarship , I am able to satisfy my needs of buying books. I will also use the amount for paying exam fess and
also for any necessary requirements for my engineering.
- Girish V, 5th Sem Mech
I first of all, would like to use this platform to thank VisionUVCE team for the helping hand that
they provided me at the right time. This boosts my self-confidence and encourages me towards academics
without bothering about other things which I used to do before. I also had the intention of being associated
with the VisionUVCE team even from my first semester. But then i didn't get any right opportunity. As of
now I feel that I’m connected to it not only through the scholarship that they are providing but through writing article to Sampada, attending the placement boot camp training that they provided and also by being a
part of UVCE Jaatre
Our college management collect fees from us without bothering about whether we do well in our curriculum or not. Teachers teach us the subjects and tell it is upto us how we will score well in exams. But VisionUVCE is the one who, not only pays our fees but also teaches us and even check out regularly whether
we fare well in our curriculum and in extra curricular activities.
- Anees Fatima, 5th Sem CSE
VisionUVCE Team is glad to inform you that we have put up the list of Donors for VisionUVCE
Trust for the year 2014 - 15 on our website http://visionuvce.in/content/donors-visionuvce-trust-2014-15
We would want to thank all the donors - both the alumni and the folks who have volunteered to donate though they are not from UVCE - and promise them that we will work with more focus and
dedication towards the cause for which we all are in together. We will be publishing the detailed report of expenditure and bank balance details shortly.

KAGADA 2014
KAGADA 2014, the National Annual Technical Paper Symposium of IEEE UVCE was held on 14th November 2014. The symposium
was inaugurated by Mr. Ravikiran Annaswamy, Chairman, IEEE Bangalore Section. Mr. Ravikiran Annaswamy encouraged students to take up
Research and emphasized its importance through his inaugural speech.
Dr. Venugopal KR, Principal, UVCE, gave a boost to students in his
speech and on the occasion changed the name of Seminar Hall to Sir MV
Auditorium hall. Part of the inauguration, few students of UVCE were
felicitated for their outstanding achievements at various competitions and
thus making UVCE proud.
There were five categories in Kagada 2014 and each of the categories got a tremendous response. The
UG and PG sections witnessed a contrast of Research Papers from various streams of engineering. WIEWomen in Engineering category was aimed at encouraging women to showcase their capability in the field of Research. The project presentation witnessed the participants showcasing their working models and the judges
judged them on basis of criteria like innovation, feasibility and presentation.
Poster presentation saw the huge participation with the participants presenting their innovating ideas whilst making it very difficult for the judges to decide a single winner.
Ten papers in the categories of UG, PG and WIE were shortlisted out
of 30 papers. Five Projects and twenty one Posters were shortlisted to be presented at the conference. STAR (Student, Teacher And Research Program) event was one of the focal points
of KAGADA 2014. Over 120 participants from various colleges like RVCE, BMSCE, SIT, MSRIT, SJCE,
UVCE took part in KAGADA 2014.
The valedictory function was highlighted by the presence of Dr. Siva Yelampalli, Student Activities
Committee Co-Chair, IEEE Bangalore Section. Also, students got a chance to give their appreciative remarks
and feedbacks for a better functioning of the symposium next time. At the end of the function, winners were
announced and the prizes were given away.
Nishad Rajmalwar, 3rd Sem Mech

JAATRE COLORS

On behalf of VisionUVCE Team, I thank everyone - organizers and participants - for making
JAATRE a success !!! Hope everyone had fun. We applaud all the volunteers for the efforts - say from
IEEE, E-Cell, SAE-UVCE, Placement Office, Fest Co-ordinators - in making it happen. Fest corner saw
people buying tickets, E-Cell Cloud board was filled with ideas, SAE "Go-kart" was always buzzing and
roaring, IEEE puzzles intriguing, VINIMAYA & SAMPADA stall spread the awareness, ART Forum
stall was simply amazing, Fun games were enjoyed & Counter-Strike - ROGER THAT !!! All in all, it
was a complete "INFOTAINMENT" package as promised... ರ್ುವಿಸಿಇ ಜಾತ್ೆೆರ್ ಕಳೆ ಮಾತೆ ಸೆ ಗಸಾಗಿತುು !!
- Satish A G
SAMPADA TEAM: Chitra S Reddy (5th Sem ECE), Hamsalekha P (5th Sem ECE), Meghashree G (5th Sem ISE),
Swaroop E (7th Sem ISE), Satish A G and SriHarsha D V (VisionUVCE Team)

